MBBS ADMISSION-2021

LIST OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED DURING PHYSICAL REPORTING AT SMIMS.

1. NEET Score Card -2021
2. NEET Admit card-2021 Original
3. Class X Mark sheet
4. Class X Pass certificate
5. Class XII Mark sheet
6. Class XII Pass certificate
7. Birth Certificate
8. Migration certificate from previous University/ Board
9. Conduct & Character certificate to be obtained on the school/college letter head/pad.
10. Transfer certificate or school/college leaving certificate issued by the school/college.
11. Caste Certificate (if any)
12. AIU Equivalence Certificate for candidates with school level qualification from schools affiliated to Foreign Board. – Original
13. Gap certificate if passed Class XII on or before 2021. - Original
14. Northeast Proof (For North East candidate) Domicile OR Permanent Residence Certificate (Latest)
15. For Defence Category candidates: proof of parents working in Sikkim as of 1st of Jan 2021.
16. Four recent and identical passport size photographs.
18. Pan Card (of the payee) Original -for Verification.
19. Four recent and identical passport size photographs.

(No other certificate in lieu of this will be accepted)

*Two Sets of photocopies of all the above documents.

NOTE:

- In case of any suspicion over the authenticity or genuineness of the testimonials, the reference may be made to the university or the Board which issues certificates to the student and the admission be subjected to the authentication.
- All the candidates are required to produce the above original documents for verification. The Institute will retain these documents till the completion of the course.
- Candidates are advised to keep self-attested copies of above certificates with them.

Thanks & Regards,

Admission, SMIMS